Mercury marquis 1975

So yeah, we know you like this Mercury Marquis Brougham even This Mercury is in immaculate
original condition. Flathead V8, Manual trans. Runs and drives great. Just in from long term
display from a Mercury dealer this mercury Cougar convertible. Description coming soon! Stk
Mercury Comet Resto Rod Built from an original one family owned Comet since new this is rust
free, built on a Roush stage Equipped with a V Gene Winfield Built Mercury Own an all steel
Mercury lead sled built and painted in by legendary, custom car builder Gene Winfield. Shaved,
decked, This Mercury Woody Wagon is everything you love about vintage cars. It keeps the rare
station wagon look and feel, right down to the three-row interior This '50 Woody Wagon is 1 of
only 1, produced it is a How is this for a radical ride??? This outrageously modified Mercury
Comet Gasser harkens back to the early years of drag racing when attention-grabbing Gassers
It's hard not to get excited about a short run of a full-size performance machine that combines a
historic name with a modern fuel-injected V8. So dig With its sought-after style and added hot
rod flair, this Mercury Monterey is a distinct and attention-grabbing V8 cruiser you're going to
love. Login Register. Toggle navigation. Classifieds Cars For Sale Mercury. Mercury for sale on
Hotrodhotline - 43 vehicles available. Filter by Model. Business Coupe 1. Capri 1. Comet 2.
Convertible 4. Cougar 7. Coupe 5. Custom 1. Eight 3. Grand Marquis 2. Marauder 2. Marquis 2.
Mercury 2. Monterey 3. Park Lane 1. Sedan 3. Woodie 4. Filter by Year. Apply Filter. Mercury is a
defunct division of the American automobile manufacturer Ford Motor Company. Created in by
Edsel Ford , Mercury was marketed as an entry-level premium brand for nearly its entire
existence, bridging the price gap between the Ford and Lincoln model lines. From to its closure,
Mercury was half of the Lincoln-Mercury Division of Ford, forming a combined sales network
distinct from Ford. Through the use of platform sharing and manufacturing commonality,
Mercury vehicles shared manufacturing commonality with Ford or Lincoln or both concurrently
, serving as counterparts for vehicles from both divisions. Lincoln-Mercury also served as the
sales network for Continental â€” , Edsel â€” and Merkur â€” In , Ford Motor Company
announced the closure of the Mercury brand in an effort to focus on the Ford and Lincoln
brands, ending production at the end of During the mids, Ford Motor Company was again in
danger of being left at a competitive disadvantage to both of its largest competitors despite the
continuing success of its new V8-powered product line. In contrast to the comprehensive line of
brands from General Motors seven and Chrysler Corporation four , in , Ford offered only its
namesake brand and the cars of Lincoln Motor Company. As a solution, Ford launched its own
version of the s General Motors Companion Make Program , leading the company to expand
from two nameplates to five by the end of the decade. For , Ford gained a sub-marque of its own
with the higher-price De Luxe Ford , a V8 car with model-specific interior and exterior trim. In
November , four Mercury body styles were debuted at the New York Auto Show by Edsel Ford,
including a two-door and four-door sedan, along with a two-door convertible and a two-door
trunked sedan coupe; body design was overseen by E. For the model year, Mercury made its
debut with a namesake vehicle line as a completely new design. To streamline production,
Mercury did not use a division-specific engine, offering a cubic inches 3. For , as part of its first
redesign, the Mercury adopted the Mercury Eight nameplate used in sales literature. To further
separate the two model lines, the Eight was given a model-specific grille, exterior and interior
trim, and taillamps. For the first time, the Eight was offered as a wood-bodied station wagon.
For the shortened model year, 24, Mercury vehicles were produced. As part of an interior
redesign, the Eight received a dashboard configured similar to the Lincoln Zephyr. While the
Lincoln-Zephyr reentered production, the Zephyr nameplate was discontinued Lincoln
discontinued the Continental after On November 1, , the first Mercury Eights rolled off the
assembly line. As few were installed before production ended, the unpopular Liquamatic
transmission did not return as an option. In , Ford Motor Company launched its first all-new
post-war designs for all three of its model lines. To gain exposure for both Lincoln-Mercury
brands, the Lincoln was given the same bodyshell as the Mercury Eight, largely distinguished
by headlight and grille designs; Mercury and Lincoln would feature separately-trimmed
interiors. Mechanically, each brand offered its own version of the Ford Flathead V8. For many
years after its production, the â€” Mercury Eight most commonly in a two-door form would
develop a following as a street rod , making an appearance in several films. The redesign of the
Mercury model line proved successful, with the division increasing its sales six-fold over ,
becoming the sixth-most popular brand in the United States. For , the Monterey name made its
first appearance, denoting a special edition of two-door coupes alongside the Lincoln Lido and
Ford Crestliner. Intended to compete against the hardtop coupes from General Motors, the
Monterey simulated the appearance of a convertible through the use of a canvas or vinyl roof
though with a pillared roofline. For , Mercury redesigned its model line, with two nameplates
replacing the Eight. The Monterey returned as a distinct model line, slotted above the base-trim
Custom; both shared bodies with Lincoln. In , the expansion of the model line proved

successful; after emerging from a war-depressed market, Mercury nearly doubled in sales,
ranking eighth. While offering an open-air interior, the Sun Valley was difficult to market in
warm-weather climates as the glass panel warmed the interior to uncomfortable temperatures.
In , Mercury underwent a redesign of its model line. While again sharing much of its bodyshell
with Lincoln, the division adopted the three-model range of Ford. As its premium model range,
the Montclair was introduced above the Monterey including the Sun Valley glass-top hardtop,
for its final year. The revision proved successful, as Mercury reached its then-highest sales.
Previewed by the XM concept car, the Turnpike Cruiser the pace car of the Indianapolis was
slotted above the Montclair, distinguished by its quad headlamps and retractable rear window.
In line with Ford, Mercury station wagons became a distinct model line, with the Commuter ,
Voyager , and Colony Park ; all Mercury station wagons were hardtops. In , to accommodate the
introduction of Edsel, Ford revised its divisional structure, with Mercury, Edsel, and Lincoln
forming a combined division M-E-L. Shared with Lincoln and the Ford Thunderbird , Mercury
introduced a cubic inches 7. The division pared several slow-selling model lines, including the
Turnpike Cruiser and Voyager; the two-door Commuter was in its final year. As with many
medium-price brands, the Mercury brand was hit hard by the economy of the late s. While
remaining eighth in sales from to the end of the decade, [16] [17] Mercury saw a 60 percent drop
in sales in , outranked by Rambler in sales. While outselling the heavily-marketed Edsel by over
a two-to-one margin; [17] it would take nearly and combined to match the sales total. While
affecting the American automotive industry as a whole, the economic recession of the late s had
the harshest impact upon medium-priced brands. For , Mercury entered the compact car
segment a year before Buick, Oldsmobile, and Pontiac with the introduction of the Mercury
Comet. Originally developed for Edsel, the Comet was sold without Mercury divisional badging
until similar to the original Valiant from Plymouth. The Mercury Meteor was introduced as an
entry-level full-size range; as with the Comet, the Meteor was originally developed as an Edsel
before its closure. For , Mercury revised its model line, matching it closer to Ford. To eliminate
overlap with the Monterey, the Meteor nameplate was adopted for an intermediate, giving
Mercury a counterpart of the Ford Fairlane. For non-station wagons, Mercury introduced "S"
sub-models to market sportier content; along with higher performance powertrains, the option
packages included full-length consoles, floor shifters, and bucket seats with the S Comet , S
Meteor , and S Monterey. For , two different rooflines were introduced on the Monterey as an
option. Similar to the Turnpike Cruiser and â€” Continental, Mercury offered a "breezeway"
reverse-slant rear window. In stark contrast to the breezeway roofline, Mercury offered the
"Marauder" fastback roofline shared with the Ford Galaxie XL ; its aerodynamics helped
Mercury gain ground in stock-car racing. By the middle of the decade, the Mercury division had
secured its future. No longer entangled with the failure of the Edsel brand, the brand competed
closely against Buick, Oldsmobile, the middle of the Chrysler range, and the top of American
Motors range. For , the full-size range underwent a revision; the Montclair and Park Lane were
reintroduced above the Monterey, with the Meteor and S-models withdrawn. For , the full-size
models underwent a redesign; while still sharing the underpinnings of the Ford Galaxie, many
styling elements were adopted from Lincoln, with advertising marketing them as "built in the
Lincoln tradition". For , the Comet shifted into the intermediate segment, effectively replacing
the Meteor. For full-size Mercurys, multiple rooflines were gradually phased out, with the
fastback Marauder roofline discontinued in and the Breezeway roofline discontinued in After a
two-year hiatus, the S returned for In , Mercury introduced its two most successful nameplates,
the Cougar and Marquis. Introduced as a counterpart of the Ford Mustang, the Cougar was
intended to bridge the gap between the Mustang and Ford Thunderbird; the Cougar would go on
to become the counterpart of the Thunderbird for 20 years. In various forms, the Marquis
nameplate would survive until the closure of Mercury in For it was available as a formal-roof 2
door hardtop. Mercury's most luxurious 4 door model for was the Brougham, equipped like the
Marquis, and available as a sedan or a hardtop. It featured a "Breezeway" rear window that
could be lowered 2 inches, and effectively replaced the blocky Breezeway roofline used on
earlier Mercurys. For , the Mercury model range underwent several revisions. For , the full-size
Mercury line was given an all-new body and chassis. While again shared with Ford, the Mercury
model line underwent a major revision, with the Marquis expanded to a full model range
alongside the Ford LTD and the Colony Park no longer marketed as a separate series; the Park
Lane and Montclair were discontinued. Serving as a replacement for the S, the Marauder
became a standalone full-size model, competing against the Oldsmobile Toronado and Buick
Riviera, powered with an available cubic inches 7. While still based on the Ford Mustang, the
Cougar was available as a pony car or a muscle car, with an "Eliminator" performance package
with an available Cobra Jet V8. During the s, the product line of the Mercury division was
influenced by several factors that affected all American nameplates. While sporty cars would

not disappear from the division, Mercury refocused itself further on building high-content
vehicles. Slightly larger than the Pinto, the Capri was marketed as a compact sports car rather
than an economy car , becoming the first Ford Motor Company car in North America sold with a
V6 engine. While sold through Lincoln-Mercury, Capris sold in North America from to had no
divisional identification. For , Mercury gradually distanced itself away from performance
vehicles. The Marauder and Marquis convertible were discontinued, with the Brougham name
making its return. Slotted below the Montego, the Comet made its return as a counterpart of the
Ford Maverick sharing much of its chassis underpinnings with the Comet. At the other end of
the performance spectrum from the Capri, Lincoln-Mercury began imports of the De Tomaso
Pantera in For , the intermediate Montego line based on the Ford Gran Torino was redesigned
with a body-on-frame chassis, creeping into full-size dimensions. After years of losing market
share to the Cougar, the Cyclone was quietly discontinued. The model year brought major
functional changes to the Mercury line, the fuel crisis notwithstanding; in various forms, all
Mercury cars were given 5-mph bumpers. The Marquis and Monterey were given an exterior
update, adopting a "pillared hardtop" roofline frameless door glass supported by a thin B-pillar.
As American manufacturers shifted away from convertibles, the final convertible produced by
Ford Motor Company during the s was a Mercury Cougar. The Montego saw a revision to its
model range, as its fastback body style was discontinued. For , the Mercury model range
underwent a series of transitions. Following the discontinuation of the long-running Monterey,
the Marquis became the sole full-size Mercury nameplate; to expand the model range, a new
Grand Marquis was slotted between the Marquis Brougham and the Lincoln Continental.
Intended as the successor for the Comet, the Monarch led to a completely new market segment:
the luxury compact car. The model line was met with success, with examples used as personal
cars among Ford executives including Henry Ford II. Following the discontinuation of its
engine, Lincoln-Mercury ended its sales of the DeTomaso Pantera. Introduced in Canada in , the
Bobcat was the Mercury counterpart of the Ford Pinto, sharing its coupe, hatchback, and
station wagon body styles. The Capri was restyled with a hatchback and was renamed the Capri
II. For , Mercury made significant revisions to improve sales to its intermediate model range its
slowest-selling models. While technically a mid-cycle model update, the Montego was replaced
by the Cougar, with the latter offering sedan and station wagon body styles for the first time.
The revision was well-received, as Cougar sales nearly tripled. The counterpart of the Ford
Fairmont , the Zephyr marked the introduction of the Fox platform , a rear-wheel drive chassis
architecture that underpinned some compact and mid-size Ford and Lincoln-Mercury vehicles
from the s into the early s. After ending the importation of the Capri II in late , leftover examples
were sold through the model year. Of the , vehicles sold; nearly four out of every ten Mercurys
were Cougars. For , Mercury continued its modernization; as the division shifted away from
performance vehicles at the beginning of the decade, the fuel crises of and sparked the decline
of the landyacht. Two years after General Motors downsized its full-size model lines, Mercury
introduced a downsized Marquis; while nearly matching the Cougar sedan in exterior footprint,
the Marquis gained interior space over its predecessor. The Capri made its return, shifting from
German-produced captive import to counterpart of the Ford Mustang ; for the first time, the
Capri adopted Mercury divisional branding. Bolstered by the redesign of the Marquis and the
popularity of Cougar XR7, the Mercury brand reached its all-time sales peak, with nearly ,
vehicles sold. As Lincoln-Mercury entered the s, Mercury continued the modernization of its
model line, redesigning its entire lineup between and Since the early s, the use of platform
sharing had left Ford and Mercury model lines styled virtually the same, differing only by grilles,
wheels, badging, and minor trim. Through the decade, designers sought to give Mercury its own
brand identity while maximizing production resources. Initially associated with full-size sedans
and personal luxury cars, Mercury also diversified its model range. For , Mercury ended the
model overlap between the Marquis and Cougar, as the latter was downsized into the mid-size
segment. In another change, the Cougar model range was pared down to the XR7 coupe. Poorly
received by critics and buyers, sales of the model line collapsed to less than one-third of levels.
Struggling to compete against newer designs, the aging Bobcat and Monarch were in their final
years of production. A standard trim of the Cougar replaced the Monarch; a counterpart of the
Ford Granada, the Cougar was largely a Zephyr with a formal roofline and Marquis-influenced
fascias. As in , the expansion of the model line nearly doubled Cougar sales though far below
its previous rate. The first front-wheel drive vehicle of the brand, the Lynx as an option offered
the first diesel engine for a Mercury; three and five-door hatchbacks were offered along with a
five-door station wagon. For the first time, Mercury used the GS and LS trim nomenclature; in
various forms, it would be used through the model year. To distinguish the LN7, the rear
hatchback was fitted with a compound-curve rear window. For the first time since , the Cougar
was offered as a station wagon replacing the otherwise identical Zephyr wagon, as Mercury

shifted the model line upward in price. Within the context of Mercury, most revisions were
centered around the Cougar model range. Reverting to its traditional role of a two-door coupe,
the Cougar XR7 underwent a complete exterior redesign; adopting a far more aerodynamic body
than its predecessor, the Cougar was styled with a notchback roofline the Thunderbird, a
fastback. Under a mid-cycle model revision to improve its aerodynamics , the Cougar sedan and
wagon took on the Marquis nameplate Ford renaming the Granada the LTD. The Zephyr was
discontinued after and replaced by the front-wheel drive Topaz. Selling far under sales
projections less than 5, were sold for , the two-seat LN7 was withdrawn in favor of its Ford
counterpart. Buoyed by Cougar sales, Mercury was the fifth-highest selling brand in the United
States the highest it would ever finish. For , the introduction of the front-wheel drive Mercury
Topaz further ended model overlap within Mercury. The counterpart of the Ford Tempo, the
Topaz replaced the Zephyr while offering a sedan counterpart of the Lynx in a similar context to
the Volkswagen Jetta and Golf. Along with advancing the use of aerodynamic exterior design,
the Topaz became the first Lincoln-Mercury vehicle to offer a driver-side airbag as an option.
The Topaz also marked the first appearance of the Mercury "stacked angle" brand emblem,
used through the model year. The introduction proved successful, with the entire division
selling nearly , vehicles. For the first time since , the Cougar received a complete redesign of its
interior, including an optional electronic instrument panel. Intending to repeat the success of
the s Capri, Lincoln-Mercury began sales of the Merkur see below , a captive import from West
Germany aimed at European entry-level luxury cars. In , Mercury made a substantial change to
its mid-size line as the Mercury Sable was introduced to replace the Marquis. Along with a
transition to front-wheel drive, the conservative design of the Marquis was to be replaced by
one of the most aerodynamic sedans in the world at the time. While sharing most of its body
with the Taurus including its doors, roof, hood, and front fenders , the two sedans were
externally distinguished by differently-styled C-pillars, taillamps, and the introduction of a
low-wattage "lightbar" grille, which would become adopted by several Mercury car lines in the
late s. To match the Sable, the Topaz underwent a minor exterior update, receiving composite
headlamps and a lightbar grille. Lincoln-Mercury continued sales of the Marquis alongside its
successor through the end of the model year retiring the Brougham trim. The Cougar underwent
an extensive mid-cycle revision sharing only the doors with the body. More popular than the
Cougar in , the Capri was discontinued for after being outsold nearly 10 to one by the Mustang
[22]. For the last time, Mercury offered the Lynx and the Grand Marquis two-door sedan. For ,
Mercury underwent multiple product revisions and updates. For the first time since , the Grand
Marquis underwent an externally substantial update to slightly improve its aerodynamics ; the
rarely-produced two-door sedan was withdrawn. The Topaz sedan was redesigned, adopting a
more "notchback" rear roofline than the Tempo; a grille initially replaced the lightbar. The first
Mercury assembled outside of North America, the Tracer was derived from the Mazda-designed
Ford Laser derived from the Mazda ; American production was sourced from Japan and Mexico
while Canadian production was imported from Taiwan. For the third time since , the Cougar
underwent a ground-up redesign, adopting a completely new chassis alongside the Thunderbird
keeping its notchback roofline. Growing significantly in wheelbase to improve interior room and
handling , the Cougar was benchmarked in design against European premium luxury coupes.
For the first time, the Sable saw an exterior update a revision to the lightbar to aid grille
ventilation. Far under sales projections, Lincoln-Mercury ended sales of the Merkur brand see
below. During the s, Mercury had largely succeeded in modernizing its model line and gradually
separating its brand identity between Ford and Lincoln. While Mercury was among the last
brands to downsize and would have disastrous results downsizing its mid-size model lines with
the Cougar , Mercury was among the first brands to integrate aerodynamic body design into its
model lines and downsized its compact model lines replacing the Zephyr with the Topaz. In
contrast to other American automobile manufacturers, as the s progressed, elements of
Mercury design shifted further from divisional Ford counterparts. Originally intended for
replacement, the Grand Marquis the most profitable model line [25] saw little change in contrast
to its smaller counterparts. For the model year, Ford chose to revisit the success of the s
Mercury Capri, with participating Lincoln-Mercury dealers launching the Merkur brand.
Following the model year, Merkur was discontinued as a result of several factors. As Ford
ended the Merkur division in , the Mercury division itself began a major transition during the s.
As distinguishing itself from counterpart Ford and Lincoln models was a key factor, renewing
the model line was imperative. During the s, the division would see major redesigns of its
best-selling model lines and would diversify its product line by introducing its first minivan and
SUV product lines. While remaining a counterpart of the Ford Thunderbird, the Cougar
underwent a complete redesign for While remaining the only rear-wheel drive vehicle in its
segment alongside the Thunderbird , its all-new chassis was benchmarked against premium

European luxury coupes, allowing for major upgrades to its handling; a much longer wheelbase
increased its interior room inside a slightly smaller body. For the first time, no V8 engine was
offered for the Cougar returning for At the other end of the size scale, the Mercury Capri was
revived for the second time as an imported four-seat convertible produced by Ford of Australia.
Developed as a competitor to the Mazda MX-5 , the Capri was mechanically derived from the
Mazda although the Capri and MX-5 were unrelated to each other. After a two-year hiatus, the
Mercury Tracer returned for as the smallest Mercury model line. The hatchbacks were
discontinued, now offered only as a four-door sedan and a five-door station wagon. After 12
years nearly unchanged, the Colony Park wood-trim station wagon was discontinued after a
short model year, losing ground to minivans, full-size vans, and large SUVs. For , the Mercury
model line would undergo an extensive update, introducing new generations of its best-selling
model lines. While adopting the style of the successful previous generation and its chassis , the
Sable carried over only its doors and roof. After 12 years nearly unchanged, the Grand Marquis
underwent a larger-scale redesign, sharing no body commonality with the previous generation.
While the chassis was carried over, it underwent major handling upgrades, marking the
introduction of the first overhead-cam V8 engine in an American-brand car. Far more
aerodynamic than its predecessor, the exterior of the Grand Marquis was better-received by the
marketplace than that of the Chevrolet Caprice and Buick Roadmaster and the Ford Crown
Victoria ; sales of the model line doubled from to , leading it to become the best-selling Mercury
sedan through much of the s. The product of a joint venture with Nissan, the Mercury Villager
was launched as a model as the first Lincoln-Mercury minivan Mercury never marketed the Ford
Aerostar. Deriving its name from Mercury wood-trim station wagons, the Villager was produced
by Ford alongside Nissan Quest ; both vehicles shared a chassis and engine with the Nissan
Maxima. Mercury sales rebounded in to over ,, their highest level since the all-time high. In the
mids the brand received some free advertising when country music star Alan Jackson scored a
hit with a cover of K. Douglas ' " Mercury Blues ", a song which heaped praise on their vehicles.
Ford later used a different version of the song in its truck advertising. As the s progressed,
several product changes were less well-received by buyers. Following the model year, the Capri
was discontinued as its Mazda donor platform ended production, coinciding with declining
sales. For , the Topaz was replaced by the Mystique , offered only as a four-door sedan. Derived
from the Ford Mondeo "world car", the compact Mystique was developed as a mid-size car
outside of North America but was criticized for the small interiors in comparison to competitive
vehicles. For , the Sable underwent a second redesign, with Ford stylists further distinguishing
the Sable and Taurus from one another. The redesign was poorly received by critics and buyers,
leading to sales to fall by one-third from to For , the Tracer was redesigned alongside the Ford
Escort; in contrast to the redesign of the Sable, the Tracer differed from the Escort in its grille
and badging. Derived from the Ford Explorer itself derived from the Ford Ranger at the time ,
the Mountaineer differed from the Explorer in its fitment all-wheel drive rather than four-wheel
drive ; a V8 engine was standard initially. The Mountaineer introduced the silver "waterfall
grille", a styling theme adopted on nearly all succeeding Mercury vehicles. After overall market
demand shifted away from large two-door coupes, was the final model year for the Mercury
Cougar alongside the Ford Thunderbird. The discontinuation of the full-size Buick Roadmaster
and Chevrolet Caprice by General Motors after led to an increase in sales of the Grand Marquis,
rising nearly 20 percent from to For , the model line underwent a mid-cycle redesign; in a more
visible update, to appeal to retail buyers, the Ford Crown Victoria adopted the more formal
roofline of the Grand Marquis. After skipping the model year, the Cougar made its return,
becoming its own model line. A second generation of the Villager was introduced; alongside the
Nissan Quest, the model line adopted a driver-side sliding door. The sedan line was faced with
reduction, as both the Tracer and Mystique were in their final model year. By the beginning of
the s, the Mercury division began to struggle in efforts to modernize its brand image. While
sales of the Grand Marquis were highly profitable then its best-selling model line , the mids
average buyers' age was nearly two decades higher than what Lincoln-Mercury dealers sought
to attract into showrooms. Following the withdrawal of the Tracer and Mystique after the end of ,
Mercury was left with the Sable and Grand Marquis. For , the Cougar made its return under a
completely new model identity, becoming a compact sports coupe. Beginning life as the
third-generation Ford Probe , the new Cougar adopted the chassis of the Mystique becoming
front-wheel drive for the first time. In a first for the nameplate, the Cougar was marketed with no
Ford equivalent though badged as a Ford Cougar in export markets. After meeting with initial
success outselling its previous-generation namesake for and , sales declined; the Cougar was
discontinued a final time after as Ford shifted to a new generation of the Mondeo. After the
discontinuation of the Cougar, Mercury began a series of model introductions to further expand
its model line. After a hiatus of over three decades, the Mercury Marauder made its return,

developed as a s competitor to the â€” Chevrolet Impala SS. Derived from the Grand Marquis,
the Marauder was designed with higher-performance suspension and powertrain upgrades
sharing its engine with the Ford Mustang Mach 1. As with the Impala SS, the Marauder was
styled with a nearly monochromatic exterior with most examples produced in black. Due to lack
of marketing, the Marauder was discontinued after After , Ford ended its joint venture with
Nissan to produce the Villager, leaving the division out of the minivan segment. For , the
Villager was replaced by a revived Mercury Monterey; a direct counterpart of the Ford Freestar.
During and , three new vehicles were added to the Mercury model line. The sedan line
underwent a major revision, as Mercury replaced the Sable with two different vehicles. The
larger sedan, the Mercury Montego , was a full-size sedan a counterpart of the Ford Five
Hundred ; while close in exterior footprint to the Sable, the interior packaging of the Montego
more closely matched the Grand Marquis. The smaller sedan, the Mercury Milan a counterpart
of the Ford Fusion was sized closely to the first-generation Sable. Following the discontinuation
of the Lincoln Aviator, many of its features were adopted by the Mountaineer SUV as part of its
redesign to further distinguish it from the Ford Explorer. While the introduction of "F"
nameplates by Ford was met with controversy in the mids, the reaction to "M" nameplates by
Mercury for its product range was much less extreme. Before the s, the division had used the
practice for many of its product lines; several recognized nameplates were revived by the brand
Marauder, Montego, Monterey. While the Milan was outsold by its Ford Fusion counterpart by a
significant margin , the product line met with relative success, overtaking the Grand Marquis as
the best-selling Mercury sedan in The Montego struggled to gain market share against
competitive sedans, partly due to model overlap with the Grand Marquis in contrast, Ford had
long ended marketing for the Crown Victoria and ended retail of the model line after In , Ford
introduced an advertising campaign starring actress Jill Wagner that focused exclusively on
attracting female drivers to the Mercury brand in hopes of making it more relevant and
profitable standing in stark contrast to its late s "The Man's Car" ad slogan. Outsold by the
Grand Marquis by nearly five-to-one for , the Montego was renamed the Sable for While
intended to expand the nameplate recognition of the model line, the revived Sable declined
further in sales becoming the slowest-selling Mercury sedan. While not a complete redesign, the
Sable would become the final model introduction for the Mercury model line. Through the mids,
Ford began to pare down the Mercury model line, ending the development of direct counterparts
of new Ford model lines. Except for the Grand Marquis which had overtaken and replaced the
Ford Crown Victoria in retail sales , following the Cougar, each Mercury sedan and SUV was
produced with a direct Ford divisional counterpart. On June 2, , Ford announced the closure of
the Mercury line, effective at the end of the year as the company concentrated its marketing and
engineering efforts on the Ford and Lincoln model lines. Virgin Islands , and the Middle East.
For , 93, Mercury vehicles were sold, nearly , fewer than in For its two slowest-selling model
lines, Mercury ended the Sable and the Mountaineer after the and model years; the two vehicles
completed their model cycles without replacement. The Mariner, Milan, and Grand Marquis were
produced through the end of for a shortened model year. During the middle of the 20th century,
the small dealership network of Ford Motor Company in Canada necessitated some branding
changes to attract buyers into showrooms. This was especially the case in smaller, rural
communities in need of trucks, as these areas were served by either a Ford or a
Lincoln-Mercury dealer, but rarely both. Following the demise of Edsel and its effects on the
Lincoln-Mercury division, Ford largely integrated its model lines across the United States and
Canada by the end of the s. From to , to attract buyers of medium-price vehicles, Ford of
Canada marketed the Monarch brand in their dealership network. Using much of the body and
trim of the Mercury, Monarch was a three-model line with the Richelieu, Lucerne and Sceptre
matching the Mercury Monterey, Montclair, and Park Lane, respectively. Ford of Canada
replaced Monarch with the Edsel brand for ; a poor reception to Edsel in Canada led to the
return of Monarch for The same year, the Ford Galaxie was introduced, shifting the Ford brand
upward in price and content; fearing brand overlap with the Galaxie, Ford of Canada ended the
Monarch brand after the model year. In , the Monarch nameplate would again become
associated with Mercury in both the United States and Canada , becoming the counterpart of the
Ford Granada. From to , Lincoln-Mercury of Canada marketed the Meteor nameplate as its
lowest-price brand to compete in lower-price markets most closely against Pontiac. In contrast
to the Mercury and the Monarch of the s, which was derived its body from Lincoln, the Meteor
combined a Ford body with a Mercury grille and trim. The brand was marketed as a four-model
counterpart of the Ford line Meteor, Niagara, Rideau; Montcalm was added in to match the
Galaxie. For and , Lincoln-Mercury of Canada dropped the Meteor brand, coinciding with the
introduction of the namesake Mercury product line and as Mercury distanced itself from Lincoln
in price at the beginning of the s. In , Meteor was revived in Canada replacing the Mercury

Monterey in the same market. In , Lincoln-Mercury of Canada added Mercury badging to Meteor
vehicles, gradually beginning to integrate Meteor into its model line. After , the Rideau and
Montcalm were discontinued, combined as a base Meteor trim level for the Mercury Marquis in
Canada; Lincoln-Mercury of Canada dropped the Marquis Meteor after the model year. To
increase the availability of its truck lineup in Canada, Ford introduced Mercury-badged trucks in
Lincoln-Mercury dealerships in Initially rebadging the Ford F-Series light trucks as the Mercury
M-series , the product range was expanded to include Mercury-badged versions of the
medium-duty Ford F-series and its school bus chassis variant , the C-Series COE truck, and a
Mercury version of the Econoline. Sharing nearly identical bodywork with Ford trucks,
Mercury-badged trucks were largely distinguished by a division-specific grille and exterior trim
and badging. Sold only in Canada, Ford ended sales of Mercury-badged trucks after sales of the
Mercury version of the C-Series COE continued through ; during the s, the M-series shifted
closer in appearance to its Ford counterpart. Following the withdrawal of the M-series, Mercury
permanently ended pickup truck production, not marketing another light truck until the Villager
minivan. The first logo of the Mercury brand was its namesake, the Roman god Mercury.
Towards the early years of the brand, Mercury used its Roman namesake in a silhouette profile
with signature bowl hat with wings, as shown in the image. This logo was briefly revived for â€”,
used in the alloy wheel centers of the Mercury Marauder. In the mids, Mercury introduced "The
Big M", the namesake letter with horizontal extensions at its bottom; [42] at the time, Mercury
was a prime sponsor of The Ed Sullivan Show. After , the "Big M" was replaced by a crest
emblem. In various forms, Mercury would use a crest emblem on its vehicles through the end of
the s. While upper-trim models such as the Grand Monarch Ghia or Marquis would feature a
crest on the hood or grille, lower-trim models such as the Monterey or Montego featured a crest
in places such as the wheels. For a time, the Marquis later Grand Marquis used a modified
version of the Lincoln star emblem. Following the introduction of the Mercury Cougar, the
branding of Mercury vehicles changed; similar to the Ford Mustang pony emblem, the Cougar
adopted its own "prowling cat" logo. During the s, the Cougar became the most popular
Mercury vehicle, with a "Sign of the Cat" advertising campaign launched by the division. For ,
the Cougar logo was revised from a "prowling cat" to a "cat-head" emblem, later adapted by the
Mercury Lynx , Mercury LN7 and the Mercury Capri. In , Mercury introduced what would become
its final brand emblem pictured in the article information box. Centered in the grille, the silver
Mercury emblem is a set of three stacked obtuse angles also in silver. In , the emblem saw a
minor revision, with the word "Mercury" added to the top half of the emblem. The emblem
became the final design featured for a hood ornament of an American-brand automobile, offered
as an option for the Grand Marquis for for a single year. The Mercury styling of the brand is
most commonly associated with a waterfall-style grille. The design would reappear in the debut
of the Mercury Cougar, as designers sought to differentiate the model from the Ford Mustang.
During the s, the vertical waterfall grille design was adapted by nearly all Mercury vehicles
except for the Capri and Comet. In , as part of the introduction of the Mercury Sable and a
revision of the Mercury Topaz, the division introduced a "lightbar" front grille. Using low-power
light bulbs, the grille between the headlights was illuminated. By , the feature was adapted by all
Mercury vehicles except for the Cougar and Grand Marquis. In , as part of the introduction of the
Mercury Mountaineer SUV, Mercury reintroduced the chrome vertical "waterfall" grille. In place
of the radiator-style grille of Lincoln, several grille shapes were initially used, before the division
adapted a rectangular grille opening in the mids. In , Mercury introduced the Mercury Turnpike
Cruiser, featuring a roofline with a retractable rear window. From to , the feature made its return
on the Continental Mark-series line, with a reverse-slant rear window on both hardtops and
convertibles. For , Mercury reintroduced the feature as an option for the Monterey; to streamline
production, elements of the window design were shared with Ford station wagons. From to , the
optional reverse-slant roofline with retracting rear window was unique to Mercury, featured by
no other American brand. Following the replacement of the Mercury Eight by the Mercury
Monterey in , the division adopted a nameplate nomenclature for its model lines. Beginning the
debut of the Mercury Cougar, several nameplates were derived from big cats , including the
Bobcat and Lynx with the Sable also adopting an animal name. Mercury woodgrain-trim station
wagons used the Villager nameplate, in line with the Ford Squire name. Reviving a nameplate
used by Edsel wagons, Mercury used the nameplate for all station wagons from the s to the s
except for the Colony Park. After becoming dormant in the early s, the Villager name returned in
as the Mercury Villager minivan. From the s to the s, Mercury adopted a common trim
nomenclature across its model lines, with GS standing for a base-trim model and LS as a
high-trim version. From the mid to lates, Mercury shifted its trim nomenclature in line with
Lincoln, with full words replacing letter-based designations. From Wikipedia, the free
encyclopedia. Not to be confused with Merkur or Mercury cyclecar. For other uses, see Mercury
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Alert? Please call us for more information. Private Seller. Extremely well kept, great body and
paint, like new leather interior, only 37,xxx actual miles, ful It has the original seats , the original
eight trac Engine starts and runs perfe Refine Search? Also be sure to view results in. Power
comes from a recently tuned 5. Thefactory red cloth interior and white top are original, and the
car was garage-kept under previous ownership. This third-generation GT was acquired by the
seller in andis offered with the owner's manual, service records, and a clear Florida title. This
Plymouth Prowler is a one-owner, 33k-mileexample finished in Prowler orange pearl coat and
accompanied by a matching trailer. Power is provided by a 3. Interior features include
Agateleather and Kenwood speakers,and new staggered-width Continental tires are found at all
four corners. OEM covers for the car and trailer, an OBD meter, miscellaneous parts, a battery
tender, and more are included. One of approximately 3, produced in , this roadster is offered
with 20 years of service records and a clear Florida title in the seller's name. This Chevrolet
Corvette convertible 50th Anniversary Edition has just under 29k actual miles and is powered by
an LS1 5. Finished in Anniversary EditionRed with a tan cloth soft top over a shale leather
interior, the car was originally sold in New Jersey and later resided in both Maryland and
Pennsylvania before being relocated to Florida beginning in Equipment includes an electronic
driver information center, head-up display, and independent suspension with active handling.
This Dodge Stealth hatchback is one of produced in Kutani Red for the model year, and it is a
one-owner original car showing only 38k miles. It is finished in Kutani Red over a charcoal
leather interior and is powered by a 3. Sign up for our daily newsletter. Get Newsletter. Get our
app. Help Center. About ClassicCars. Contact Us. Our Sponsors. Business Advertisers. Career
Opportunities. Read The Journal. Privacy Policy. All other trademarks are the property of their
respective owners. Our Awards x. This prestigious accolade represents the continued growth of
the company, and ClassicCars. The Stevie Awards, the world's premier business awards
recognized ClassicCars. In The Journal, brought to you by ClassicCars. Make Model Year. Price
and Payment. Vehicle History. Engine and Drivetrain. Vehicle Listing Details. It is equipped with
a 4 Speed Automatic transmission. The vehicle is Blue with a Beige interior. It is offered As-Is,
extended warranty is available. Odometer is miles below market average! All advertised vehicles
are subject to actual dealer availability. Options and pricing are subject to change. We are not
liable for pricing errors. See dealer for details. You'll be in and out in 5 minutes or less. As
vehicle technology evolves make sure you completely understand all the features of your

vehicle. Our Product Specialist Team is here to help with set up and to troubleshoot any issues.
Sale price may vary based on manufacture incentives residency restrictions may apply, see
dealer for details. My experience was awesome He is not a pushy salesman which is great
because I would have walked away if he was. He goes above and beyond giving his customer
the service and help that they need!!! With Bill, I know that he has my best interests in mind to
make sure I'm a happy customer! As the current situation around COVID continues, our
paramount concern has been for the health and safety of our customers, and employees. To
better serve our community, customers, and employees Tri Motor sales will be temporarily
adjusting our sales floor hours. The sales floor will be open from 8am to 1 pm Monday thru
Friday for appointments only for product demonstration, test drives, and vehicle sales. This is a
courtesy to our customers that want to be able to explore, shop and experience their next new
or pre-owned vehicles with limited contact from other prospective customers. From 1 pm- 6pm
we will allow walk in traffic. Saturday from 8am to 1 pm we will also be open to walk in traffic. If
you have a situation that arises and you want to schedule a private demonstration or test drive
during other hours please contact us! In addition to the adjusted hours Tri Motors will be
promoting limited to no contact during your time here in our building and on our lot. This
adjustment is temporary, and we will hopefully limit the spread of COVID as well as other flu
bugs and illnesses going around. Tri Motors service dept is open for your vehicle service and
repair needs, in addition to servicing your vehicle we are also continuing pickup and delivery of
most vehicle servicing. Also, if you are feeling under the weather or have been ill please
reschedule your appointments for the safety and well-being of other customers and employees!
Please call or text with any questions or scheduling! If you have questions about our dealership
or any of our vehicles, feel free to call us at We are always happy to share information with our
customers. If you think you live too far away to shop at our dealership, think again. People have
come from as far as New York and Washington to shop with us! Marc went above and beyond in
every aspect during this transaction. Honest and forthright. Thank you Marc. The Mercury
Grand Marquis has been re-engineered for The new model comes with a brand-new frame, a
new suspension, new steering, a new interior, and new exterior styling. And those are just the
highlights. Financing available through banks, credit unions, secondary lenders and in-house
financing to accommodate ALL credit situations. Rates as low as 2. Programs available for first
time buyers. Disclaimer: Information deemed reliable, but not guaranteed. Interested parties
should confirm all data before making a purchase decision. All prices and specifications are
subject to change without notice. Prices do not include additional fees such as taxes, title and
registration fees, finance charges, dealer document preparation fees, and emission testing and
compliance charges. Internet special price may not be compatible with subsidized subprime
financing. I contacted Ideal Cars and Tina answered my inquiry immediately, thus the 1 star.
Husband and I walked over to the vehicle. It was nasty and in no way ready to be shown. Mike
finally came out and pointed to the opposite direction the other side of the huge lot. He then told
us that he guesses that it was not on their lot. Tina than told us that the vehicle had been sent to
Apache Jct. We were told that it would take 2 days, only to be called while on our way back
home. We went back as they wanted to have us test drive the vehicle. The vehicle was not
exactly what I wanted, had too many issues. I wanted to negotiate the price, the owners son was
sitting behind me and the son looked at me and said NO, he would not consider any offer other
than what they offered it at. I could not believe what I was hearing. I advised him that I would be
paying cash no financing needed. I gave this information off the bad. His dad had already told
us that they had the vehicle on the lot for a couple of months. I sure hope that he gave his
young dumb son a lecture on how to treat the customers. I will never use this dealership and I
will be sure to pass along how sub standard their practices are. I would not send my enemy
there. They passed up cash. Come Experience the Difference with our superior Sales and
Service! The sales person I dealt with is Justin delta he was very helpful and patience. An did
what he could to get me in the right vehicle. And he did I purchased a caddilac srx through the
dealership and proud to say thank you Justin and the sales team there at Cincinnati used auto
sales. Type your sentence here. The vehicle has undergone a point inspection, and passes all
State Safety and Emissions requirements. I had the good fortune to work with Brandy Childs.
She was very helpful, witty and a pleasure to work with. She responded to my every email within
an hour, even early in the morning. The car was everything that I was promised and there were
no hidden surprises. Fresh local trade-in with low miles, all new brakes, and Super Clean..
ONLY 15, Miles! Call Us Today! They understand that a vehicle's value is determined by demand
and availability, not by what we paid for it, or how long we have owned it. Instead of inflating our
prices and hoping to win a negotiating contest, we perform a comprehensive search for
similarly equipped vehicles in the marketplace up to miles away to find the current market value
so we can offer you the best deal up front with our no hassle Posted Pricing. Please confirm the

accuracy of the included equipment by calling us prior to purchase. Had a great experience
working with Dalton and Casper. The whole process went smoothly, and everyone was
extremely professional. They were able to answer all of our questions, and being a first time
buyer, made us feel comfortable without any added pressure. Everything they told me was true
and I found Anthony and the team helpful and friendly. This is the place where I can come back
to as well as send my friends and family. Thanks again!! Popular searches. My notifications My
Account. Save Search. Enter your ZIP code to show only relevant vehicles for sale nearby.
Search radius. Home delivery available. Only show local listings. Year s. Price and Payment
Loan Price. Engine and Drivetrain Transmission Automatic Drivetrain Rear Wheel Drive
Cylinders 8 cylinders Fuel Economy. Vehicle Listing Details Listings with recent price drops.
Recently added listings. Are You Getting a Good Deal? No accidents. Dealer Review: My
experience was awesome Dealer Review: Marc went above and beyond in every aspect during
this transaction. Title issue. New Listing. Price Drop. Know The Deal. Dealer Review: I had the
good fortune to work with Brandy Childs. Dealer Review: Had a great experience working with
Dalton and Casper. Dealer Review: Everything they told me was true and I found Anthony and
the team helpful and friendly. Showing 1 - 18 out of listings. Overall Consumer Rating. Edmunds
needs to get some new reviewers. The purpose of a car is to get its' occupants from point A to
point B in comfort, safety and style. Who cares that it doesn't handle like a BMW? Most of us
drive in relatively straight lines. Who cares that it doesn't go from 0 to 60 in 5 seconds. We're
not drag racing, are we? Who cares that it only gets 28 mpg on the highway? Uhh, that's a lot
better than many of these pretenders. Who cares that it doesn't have blue tooth, etc and a lot of
other foolishness that has no business being in a car and actually contribute to distracted
driving and causes accidents and death. When you're driving a car, you're supposed to drive it.
It's not a place for streaming video or talking to your friends or checking on emails. Drive it or
take a train or bus or cab or airplane. These are great cars. I own one. When it dies maybe miles
I'll get another one. The only thing that comes close is a full size suv and they get lousy gas
mileage. Edmunds needs to realize that there are a lot of us that love these cars and we actually
shave. Detroit doesn't have a clue what people really want. Sort of like the government. Update,
October Car is fantastic. Other than oil changes, and fuel, no expense whatsoever. Odometer is
now As of April, , the odometer is No problems. Go buy one. October Had to replace the intake
manifold. Made out of plastic. Still, 12 years, and now miles. I keep waiting for it to die. It will
probably outlive me. Read more. Read less. Learn more about the Mercury Grand Marquis. The
used Mercury Grand Marquis received an average score of 4. If you want to learn more about
the Mercury Grand Marquis, read Edmunds' expert review. Where to buy a used Mercury Grand
Marquis? Shoppers just like you have reviewed dealerships near you. Now that you've found
the right vehicle for you, you can find the best place to buy a used Mercury Grand Marquis.
Great news! Shopping at one of these dealerships means you'll receive the highest level of
customer service. Price, mileage, and condition are all important factors to consider when
buying a used Mercury Grand Marquis. Edmunds found 4 Great, 6 Good, and 5 Fair deals near
you, so you can be sure to get the best price. We also recommend reading Edmunds' consumer
reviews to find common problems, and paying for an independent inspection to make sure the
used Mercury Grand Marquis you're buying doesn't have any problems that need addressing.
Consumer reviews are a great resource for determining how reliable a used Mercury Grand
Marquis will be. Out of consumer reviews of the used Mercury Grand Marquis available at
Edmunds, 2 are one-star reviews. Take a look at those reviews first, as they're most likely to
describe reliability issues with the vehicle. Sign Up. Its appearance followed the concept show
car in called the Mercury XM The vehicle name was introduced in and applied to Mercury's
premium automobile line. Ford historians are at a loss as to where the name originated; the
consensus is that it's taken from the upper class community of Montclair, New Jersey. For and ,
Montclairs featured Mercury's best appointments; extra chrome trim, and different two-tone
paint combinations to set them apart from other Mercury products. The Montclair model line
also included the Sun Valley , which featured a Plexiglas "bubble" over the front half of the roof
section. While futuristic cars were often featured with clear glass tops in the s like the concept
car Lincoln Futura , consumers rejected the tinted glass roof Sun Valleys only 1, were produced
in because of the heat buildup in the interior of the vehicles. In the Montclair received some
minor changes, including a new Z-shaped side spear incorporating a false vent behind the front
doors, and a large, beefy, chromed "M" logo on the bonnet. In , the Montclair name was pushed
down market by the introduction of the Turnpike Cruiser. A new frame was used. Fuel economy
was In , Popular Mechanics wrote that head room was not good. In Mercury dropped the
Montclair and Park Lane in favor of Meteor and Monterey ; in these were replaced by the
Monterey and Monterey Custom, and the Meteor name transferred to Mercury's new
intermediate line based
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on the Ford Fairlane. The Montclair and Park Lane models were resurrected for as trim levels
on full-sized Mercurys. Intermittent windshield wipers were standard. From Wikipedia, the free
encyclopedia. Motor vehicle. Retrieved Hearst Magazines. August Popular Mechanics. Mercury
vehicles. A division of Ford Motor Company , â€” Category Commons. Categories : Mercury
vehicles Rear-wheel-drive vehicles Muscle cars s cars Cars introduced in Hidden categories:
Articles with short description Short description is different from Wikidata Commons category
link is on Wikidata. Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit View history. Help Learn to edit
Community portal Recent changes Upload file. Download as PDF Printable version. Wikimedia
Commons. Mercury Ford. Dearborn, Michigan St. Lincoln Capri Mercury Monterey. Wikimedia
Commons has media related to Mercury Montclair. Monterey Custom. Park Lane. Turnpike
Cruiser. Station wagon. Colony Park. Sports car. Capri II. Personal luxury. Pickup truck.

